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Manuel Exclusive Clothier 

"Upscale Tailoring for Men"

This shop is synonymous with fabulous hand-tailored men's clothing. For

decades entertainers and business leaders have come here for the perfect

fit. Whether you're looking for a business suit or a tuxedo for a night on

the town, Manuel will create the clothes that makes the right statement.

Bring your Visa card or a wad of cash because custom hand-tailored

garments don't come cheap. Just ask some of Manuel's clients: Bob Dylan,

Dwight Yoakam and Mick Jaggar.

 +1 615 321 5444  manuelcouture.com/  1922 Broadway Avenue, Nashville TN
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The Hip Zipper 

"The Best In "Retro Wear""

The Hip Zipper carries nothing but retro wear. From biker jackets to bell

bottoms, you will find everything you need to make a fashion statement.

This trendy store also sells dinner jackets, ball gowns and costume jewelry

among other items; however, be prepared to do some sleuthing. You must

look closely through the many stacks and racks of clothing to find the real

treasures. The inventory changes quickly, so check back often.

 +1 615 228 1942  www.hipzipper.com  1008 Forrest Avenue, Nashville TN
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Imogene & Willie 

"Custom Denim"

Operating in a former gas station, Imogene & Willie specializes in custom-

fitted denim products. The friendly and knowledgeable staff will help you

pick the best jeans cut for your body type and tailor it to give you the ideal

fit. They offer a variety of pants cuts to suit every taste. In addition to their

denim selection, Imogene & Willie also offers boots.

 +1 615 292 5005  www.imogeneandwillie.com  2601 12th Avenue South, Nashville TN
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Levy's 

"Fine men's Clothing"

For nearly 150 years, Nashville's best-dressed men shopped here at

Levy's. Whether your coworkers still sport Super 100s suits or opt for the

khaki and blazer look, you'll find the clothes and accessories to pull the

new you together and blend right in. Italian leather shoes and belts, as

well as the myriad cuff links, silk ties and pocket squares, round out the

clotheshorse's dream selection.

 +1 615 383 2800  www.levysclothes.com/  3900 Hillsboro Road, Suite 36,

Nashville TN
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H. Audrey 

"Favored by Chic Celebrities"

Hailed as one of the trendiest Nashville boutiques, H. Audrey is owned by

the granddaughter of Hank Williams Jr., Holly Williams. Singer and

songwriter in her own right, Holly has curated her chic shop to contain the

likes of popular designers such as Rag & Bone, Rick Owens, Helmut Lang,

Azrouel and many more. Gorgeous frocks sit beneath rare Beatles

portraits, gilded floor length mirrors and lacquered shelves. Even

celebrities like Gwyneth Paltrow, Faith Hill, Kelly Clarkson and Jessica

Simpson have taken notice of this chic and trendy boutique.

 +1 615 760 5701  haudrey.com  4027 Hillsboro Pike, Nashville TN
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